ScienceNOW reported recently that pandas prefer old-growth forests, the European Planck satellite has relea hatcheries, flipper bands harm penguins, and the black hole in the core of galaxy M87 is the most massive bl precise mass has ever been measured, among other stories. Scientists love open-access papers as readers, but they are less enthusiastic about submitting their papers to according to a new study.
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SCIENCEINSIDER
From the Science Policy Blog
Science 21 January 2011: 273.
ScienceInsider reported this week that former E.U. research chief Achilleas Mitsos has resigned as head of re within the Greek education ministry, among other stories. In soccer, goals have been scored and games won when free kicks were wrongly awarded because players f opponents. A group of researchers reported at the meeting that they have found empirical support in the antic -theory predictions about dishonest signals.
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SOCIETY FOR INTEGRATIVE AND COMPARATIVE BIOLOGY
Getting to the Guts of Tadpole Carnivory
Elizabeth Pennisi
Science 21 January 2011: 280-281.
A developmental biologist reported at the meeting that inhibiting a single developmental signal-retinoic acidcarnivorelike gut morphology in a tadpole species that's normally mostly vegetarian. 
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Full Text Full Text (PDF) Corrections and Clarifications
Science 21 January 2011: 284.
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NEUROSCIENCE
A Gallery of Our Mental Machinery
Linnaea Ostroff
Science 21 January 2011: 285-286.
Schoonover's collection of neuroanatomical images and the accompanying explanatory essays resemble an science text. 
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